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Question 1. Short Answer (20 points).

a. (5 points) Briefly explain the difference between an instance variable (i.e., a field) and a class variable
(i.e., a static field) in Java.

Answer: Class variables are essentially global variables: There is only a single copy of each class
variable, shared among all instances. On the other hand, each instance of a class gets its own
copy of the class’s instance variables.

b. (5 points) In at most a few sentences, explain what an abstract data type is. Be sure to briefly explain
what makes such a type abstract.

Answer: An abstract data type is some data along with operations on it. It is abstract because
only the accompanying operations should be used to operate on the data, which means the
implementation can be changed without changing the client.

c. (5 points) In at most a few sentences, explain why making a field private instead of public might improve
the maintainability of code.

Answer: A private field cannot be accessed outside of its class. This can make it easier for a
developer to understand and change how that field is used, because all the code that manipulates
it is contained in a single class.

d. (5 points) Simplify the following code so it has no occurrences of true or false.

if (( l . isEmpty() == true) && (x == false)) { return true; }
else { return ((a. size () > 0) ? false : true ); }

Answer:

return ( l . isEmpty() && !x) || (a. size () <= 0)
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Question 2. Programming in Java (30 points). A trie is a tree-shaped data structure that can
efficiently store sequences that share common prefixes. We’ll use the following class for a trie over sequences
of Ks:

class Trie<K> {
class Node {

int count;

HashMap<K, Node> children = new HashMap<>();

}
Node root = new Node();

}

For example, here is a Trie<Character> containing the following sequences of characters java, jaw, jaws, joke,
joke (appears twice), and ruby. The leftmost box is a Trie. The other boxes are all Nodes. Each edge is
a labeled with the key in children it corresponds to, and it points to the Node mapped to that key. For
example, the leftmost Node has a children map with keys j and r. A trie contains a sequence n times if, when
we follow the sequence starting from the root, we arrive at a Node with a count==n. For example, this trie
contains java once (topmost path ends at a node with count=1), but it does not contain javas (there’s no
such path) or jav (the path from the root following jav ends at a node with count==0.
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In the questions below, you may find the following methods helpful:

interface List<E> {
boolean isEmpty(); // Return true if and only if the list is empty

E get( int n); // Return element at position n ( starting from 0)

static List<E> of(E e1, E e2); // Return unmodifiable list containing e1 followed by e2

// (You can assume there are ”of” methods with any number of arguments)

int size (); // Return length of list

List<E> subList(int from, int to ); // Return elements of list starting at from, inclusive , until to , exclusive

}
class HashMap<K, V> {

boolean containsKey(K k); // Return true if there is a mapping for k

V get(K k); // Return the value corresponding to key k, or null if k is not in map

V put(K k, V v); // Adds mapping from k to v; returns the previous value associated with k, or null if no such value

}
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a. (8 points) Implement the int size() method of Trie<K>, which returns the number of elements of the
trie. For example, if t is the trie pictured above, t.size() == 6. Hint: This one is probably easier if you add
a helper method to Node.

Answer:

int size () {
return root . size ();

}
class Node {

int size () {
int c = count;

for (K k : children .keySet()) {
c += children.get(k). size ();

} } }

b. (8 points) Implement the int contains(List<K> ks) method of Trie<K>, which returns the number of
times the sequence ks appears in the set. For example, if t is the trie pictured above, t.contains(List.of(’j’,
’o’, ’k’, ’e’)) == 2 and t.contains(List.of(’j’, ’o’, ’e’)) == 0.

Answer:

int contains( List<K> ks)) {
Node n = root;

if (ks.isEmpty()) { return n.count; }
if (n. children .containsKey(ks.get (0))) {
n = n.children .get(ks.get (0));

ks = ks.subList (1, ks. size ());

}
else { return 0; }

}

c. (8 points) Implement the void insert(List<K> ks) method of Trie<K>, which adds ks to the trie
(incrementing its count if ks is already in the trie).

Answer:

void insert ( List<K> ks) {
Node n = root;

while (!ks.isEmpty()) {
if (!n. children .containsKey(ks.get (0))) {
n. children .put(ks.get (0), new Node());

}
n = n.children .get(ks.get (0));

}
n.count++;

}
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d. (6 points) Write a test case (any test case) that involves calling all three methods you wrote above.

Answer:

/∗ Many answers are possible ! ∗/

List<Character> c1 = List.of(’ j ’ , ’a’ , ’v’ , ’a’ );

List<Character> c2 = List.of(’ j ’ , ’a’ , ’w’);

Trie<Character> t = new Trie();

t . insert (c1);

assert (t . size () == 1);

assert (t . contains(c1));

assert (! t . contains(c2));
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Question 3. Constructing Objects (30 points). Consider the following interface and set of classes for
representing arithmetic expressions with variables:

interface E { }
class EInt { private final int v; EInt( int v) { this .v = v; } }
class EVar { private final String x; EVar(String x) { this .x = x; } }
class EAdd { private final E l , r ; EAdd(E l, E r) { this . l = l; this . r = r; } }
class EMul { private final E l , r ; EMul(E l, E r) { this . l = l; this . r = r; } }

For example, here is an object representing (3+x)*5:

new EMul(new EAdd(new EInt(3), new EVar(”x”)), new EInt(5));

a. (4 points) Write code that constructs an expression representing (3*x)+(y*4).

Answer:

new EAdd(new EAMul(new EInt(3), new EString(”x”)), EMul(new EString(”y”), new EInt(4)));

b. (6 points) Implement the boolean equals(Object) method for EVar and for EAdd so that objects that
represent the same expression are equals, e.g., new EVar(”x”).equals(new EVar(”x”)) == true.

Answer:

class EVar {
boolean equals(Object other) {

if (!( other . instanceof EVar)) { return false ; }
EVar e = (EVar) other;

return x. equals(e.x);

} }

class EAdd {
boolean equals(Object other) {

if (!( other . instanceof EAdd)) { return false ; }
EAdd e = (EAdd) other;

return l . equals(e. l ) && r.equals(e. r );

} }
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c. (3 points) Below, we’ll need to put arithmetic expressions in hash tables. To make this possible,
implement the int hashCode() method for EInt and for EVar. The key property of this method is that if
e1.equals(e2), then it must be that e1.hashCode() == e2.hashCode(). Other than that there are no restrictions
on what hashCode returns. Hint for EVar: Recall that hashCode is a method of Object.

Answer:

class EInt {
int hashCode() {

return v;

} }

class EVar {
int hashCode() {

return x.hashCode();

} }

d. (12 points) Notice that all the fields of arithmetic expression objects are private final. Thus, we’d like
to implement a mechanism for reusing existing objects whenever possible, rather than allocating new ones.
For EInt and EAdd, implement create methods that work the same way as the constructor, but they cache
objects they create and return cached objects if they were previously created. For example:

E e1 = EInt.create (3); // returns a fresh object representing 3

E e2 = EInt.create (3); // returns object from cache, so e1==e2

E e3 = EInt.create (4); // returns a fresh object representing 4

E e4 = EAdd.create(e1, e3); // returns a fresh object representing 3+4

E e5 = EAdd.create(e1, e3); // e5 == e4

You might find the following methods useful:

class HashMap<K, V> {
boolean containsKey(K k); /∗ Return true if there is a mapping for k ∗/

V get(K k); /∗ Return the value corresponding to key k, or null if k is not in map ∗/

V put(K k, V v); /∗ Adds mapping from k to v; returns the previous value associated with k, or null if no such value ∗/

}

// The following class is not standard in Java but assume it exists and works correctly with hash tables etc

class Pair<A, B> {
A fst (); // return left element of pair

B snd(); // return right element of pair

}
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Here is some skeleton code to get you started:

class EInt {
private static HashMap<Integer, EInt> cache;

static EInt create( int v) { /∗ fill in ! ∗/ }
}
class EAdd {

// Don’t forget to add a field to store a cache!

static EAdd create(E l , E r) { /∗ fill in ! ∗/ }
}

Answer:

class EInt {
private static HashMap<Integer, EInt> cache;

static EInt create( int v) {
if (cache.containsKey(v)) { return cache.get(v); }
EInt e = new EInt(v);

cache.put(v, e );

return e;

class EAdd {
private static HashMap<Pair<E l, E r>, EAdd> cache;

static EAdd create(E l , E r) {
Pair<E, E> k = new Pair(l, r);

if (cache.containsKey(k)) { return cache.get(k); }
EAdd e = new EAdd(l, r);

cache.put(k, e );

return e;

} }

e. (3 points) What other change do we need to make to ensure that EInt and EAdd objects are only ever
constructed by calling create and not by using the constructor directly?

Answer: Make the constructors of EInt and EAdd private.

e. (2 points) If we guarantee that all EInts and EAdds are constructed through calls to create, does client
code need to use equals to compare such objects or can it use ==? Explain briefly.

Answer: The create method guarantees that all objects that are equals are in fact the same
object and hence are also ==.
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Question 4. Design Patterns (20 points). In the State pattern, an abstract machine moves from one
state to another, with each state’s behavior captured by a different object. In this problem, we’ll implement
perhaps the purest form of this pattern: a finite state machine that recognizes strings. We’ll also use the
Enumeration pattern so we only need to create each state object once.

Here is a UML diagram of the classes and interface we need for this question. Here the Machine keeps
track of the current state, which is an object that implements the State interface. There are exactly three
states, instances of which are stored in fields of the Machine. Each State has two methods: move(c), which
determines which new state to change to on seeing character c, and accept, which returns a boolean indicating
whether this is an accepting state (every state is either accepting or not). The Machine has its own move
method that transitions its state based on the character and the move indicated by the current state.

Machine
State theState
final State STATE1
final State STATE2
final State STATE3
void move(char c)

State
State move(char c)
boolean accept()

State1 State2

theState = theState.move();

State3

a. (3 points) Write Java code for the interface State, to match the UML diagram above.

Answer:

interface State {
public State move(char c);

public boolean accept();

}

b. (4 points) Write Java code for the class Machine, to match the UML diagram above.

Answer:

class Machine {
private State theState ;

public void move(char c) { theState = theState.move(); }
public static final State STATE1 = new State1();

public static final State STATE2 = new State2();

public static final State STATE3 = new State3();

}
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c. (7 points) Write Java code for the State1, State2, and State3 classes, to match the UML diagram and
the following table describing each state. The move method may do anything on seeing a character other
than ’a’ or ’b’.

State Accept? new state on seeing a new state on seeing b
1 no 2 1
2 no 2 3
3 yes 2 1

Answer:

class State1 implements State {
State move(char c) {

if (c==’a’) { return Machine.STATE2; }
else if (c==’b’) { return Machine.STATE1; }
else raise UnsupportedOperationException();

}
boolean accept() { return false ; }

}
class State2 implements State {
State move(char c) {

if (c==’a’) { return Machine.STATE2; }
else if (c==’b’) { return Machine.STATE3; }
else raise UnsupportedOperationException();

}
boolean accept() { return false ; }

}
class State3 implements State {
State move(char c) {

if (c==’a’) { return Machine.STATE2; }
else if (c==’b’) { return Machine.STATE1 }
else raise UnsupportedOperationException();

}
boolean accept() { return true ; }

}

d. (6 points) Write code for a new method (not shown in the UML diagram) boolean scan(String s) in
Machine that (1) sets the Machine to initially be in STATE1; (2) scans s one character at a time from start
to finish, moving the machine’s state according to each successive character in s (use the move method!);
and (3) returns true if and only if the final machine state, after scanning all of s, is an accepting state. For
example, scan(”ab”), scan(”aab”), and scan(”bab”) should return true, and scan(”a”) and scan(”aa”) should
return false. Hint: You may want to use method String#charAt(int n), which returns the character at position
n in the String.

Answer:

boolean scan(String s) {
theState = STATE1;

for ( int i = 0; i < s.length (); i++) { move(s.charAt(i)); }
return theState .accept ();

}
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e. (0 points) What set of strings does this Machine accept?

Answer: Strings ending in ”ab”.
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